
Touch X
There’s nothing this  
magical multitasker can’t do.

Lay-on vibrator and massager



1. Hold Touch X in the 
palm of your hand and 
turn on.

2. Enjoy a body massage 
as Touch X caresses your 
unique curves.

3. Explore your erogenous 
zones with Touch X’s deep, 
rumbly vibrations. 

What it is
Touch X is one of the world’s most versatile multi-purpose vibrators. It is perfectly sculpted to 
sensually stimulate your erogenous zones — solo or with a partner — delivering whatever you need, 
wherever you need it. From blissful clitoral stimulation to deep, rumbly head-to-toe massages,  
Touch X will pamper your whole body. Soothe your soul with this magic multitasker.

Who it’s for
Touch X is for users looking for more functionality than a regular vibrator. Touch X is a massager and 
vibrator, all-in-one — its unique versatility makes it perfect for both solo and partner play.

How to play

Partner play
Touch X is perfect for partner play as its slim  
design nestles snugly between bodies and its silky 
soft silicone makes it super comfortable. There is  
no limit to the fun you and your partner can  
explore together.



Features
• Travel lock

• Magnetic charging

• Whisper quiet 

• 7 vibration modes

• Waterproof (IPX7)

• 8 intensity levels

Product and USP descriptions
Magic multitasker
The smoothest vibrator — perfect for releasing body tension, 
head-to-toe body massages and teasing and pleasing your 
erogenous zones.

Sensual softness
Touch X’s innovative shape feels silky smooth against your 
skin, while its powerful motor soothes your body with waves 
of deep, rumbly, satisfying vibrations.

Rumbly waves of pleasure
Touch X has been re-engineered to create the deepest and 
most rumbly vibrations for intense clitoral stimulation, lay-on 
pleasures or nestled between partners.

Adapts to every shape
Touch X is perfectly sculpted to adapt to each and every 
curve and can stimulate any erogenous zone with ease.

• Super soft silicone 

• 90 minute charge

• Up to 2 hours of play

• Low power alert 

• Ergonomic shape 

Vibration modes 

Vibrate Pulse Tease Wave

Tempo Heartbeat Cha-Cha



How to demo Touch X
Set the scene — Go over scenarios in which Touch X can be used. For example, a back or 
shoulder massage or exploring and pampering erogenous zones, either solo or with a partner. 

Power up — Press the + button to power on. 

Adjusting intensity — Mention that there are two ways to increase intensity: a) users can 
hold the + button for a rapid, seamless increase; or b) press the + button to gradually 
increase intensity ( - to decrease).

Shape, design and waterproof rating — Highlight that Touch X has a specially sculpted 
shape for deep rumbly vibrations that are perfect for targeting any erogenous zone. Note that 
Touch X is also IPX7 waterproof — meaning it can be enjoyed in the bathtub or in the shower.

Good vibrations — Demonstrate the 7 different pattern modes and 8 intensity levels. 
Mention this provides a lot of variety for solo and partner play. 

Travel Lock for discreet travel — Activate the Travel Lock feature by holding the + and - 
buttons at the same time for 2 seconds. Touch X will pulse twice and the device will lock — 
do the same again to unlock. The Travel Lock ensures Touch X stays discreet while traveling. 
Note that the travel lock is deactivated by charging Touch X.

Power off and charging — Press and hold the - button to turn Touch X off. Note that  
Touch X can recharged via the magnetic charging pins.
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Colors:  

     

SKU:  

Crave Coral SNTCSG4

Green Velvet SNTCSG6 

EAN/UPC:  

Crave Coral 4251460603935

Green Velvet 4251460603942 

Battery type:  

USB rechargeable lithium ion battery 

Material:  

Body-safe silicone, made without phthalates  

and BPA and made without latex

 Product Dimensions:  

10.22 cm x 4.33 cm x 3.43 cm 

Product weight:  

83 g

Unit Dimensions:  

16.2 cm X 9.8 cm X 7.3 cm 

Unit weight:  

285 g  

Product specs
Case dimensions:  

35.8 cm x 25.8 cm x 23.8 cm  

Case weight:  

3.8kg 

Case count:  

12 

HS Tariff:  

9019.10 

Warranty:  

2 Years

Packaging contains:  

Vibrator, USB charging cable (AC adaptor not 

included), Quick start guide, Storage bag,  

We-Vibe Lube made by pjur® sample

 Crave Coral Green Velvet



MSRPs

What testers say
“I just love how versatile it is....perfect for a shoulder massage or something even more intimate!” 

“I did start using Touch X as a vibrator — but then I got addicted to the massages, too!” 

“I just recently discovered We-Vibe Touch. During Quarantine. Which was a life saver. For real. I am 
single. But thanks to Touch X, Quarantine worries are no more. This is amazing. Just a bit sad I didn’t 
have it years ago...”

NOTE: This document is for training purposes only. This should not be printed or displayed for consumers. 
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